DR Hub Project Update

DRS
December 12, 2016
• **Completed:** Train Web Services Release: Nov. 17, 2016

• Train UI Release: Jan. 12, 2017
  – All functionality except: Compliance, Email, Dispatch Groups, Reports

• Train Functional Release: Feb/March 2017
  – Compliance, Dispatch Groups, Reports

• Production Release: April 2, 2017
Train environment will be unavailable on January 3rd and 4th to refresh data from production.

The data migration is the same process that will be used to migrate production eLRS to DR Hub production in April.

Members are asked to verify their migrated data in Train is complete and accurate by comparing to production when UI opens on Jan. 12.

More training dates will be announced shortly.

- Previous training session recordings have been posted on DR Hub web page.